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Abst rac t - -The  matrix Riemann-Hilbert factorization approach isused to derive the leading-order, 
exponentially small asymptotics a t --* +oo such that x/t ~ O(1) of solutions to the Cauchy problem 
for the defocusing nonlinear Schr6dinger equation, iOtu + 02xu - 2( [u l  2 - 1 )u  = 0, with finite density 
initial data u(x, O) =~+oo exp(i(1 =}= 1)0/2)(1 + o(1)), 0 E [0, 21r). Q 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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In this letter, the long-time, exponentially small asymptotics as It] ~ oo and Ix[ --* co such that 
Zo := x / t  E ( -2 ,  0) U (0, 2) of solutions (u = u(x, t)) to the Cauchy problem for the defocusing 
nonlinear Schr5dinger equation (DINLSE) are studied via the matrix Riemann-Hilbert problem 
(RHP) approach [1] 
iat~ + 02~ - 2 (l~l ~ - 1) ~ = 0, (x, t) e R × R, 
u(x'°) :=u°(x)x--*%ooexp (i(17= l)°) (11) 
where Uo(X) e C~(R) ,  O E [0, 2r), (see equation (3)), and the o(1) term is to be understood in 
the sense that, V (k,/) e Z~>0 x Z>>.o, IZ[k(d)Z(uo(x) -- exp(i(1 ~= 1)0/2)) =x-~+oo 0. The DfNLSE 
describes the space-time volution of the slowly-varying amplitude of the complex field envelope 
in the theory of dark solitons in optical fibers [2]. 
Within the framework of the inverse scattering method (ISM) [3,4], the DfNLSE is a completely 
integrable nonlinear evolution equation (NLEE) [5]. Although the vast majority of the direct and 
inverse spectral analyses related to the AKNS-ZS class of integrable NLEEs have focused on the 
cases of rapidly decaying (e.g., Schwartz class) and compactly supported (on R) initial data(e), 
there have been a handful of works devoted to initial data(e) with nonvanishing asymptotic values, 
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e.g., [6-12]. Previous tudies devoted to the asymptotic analysis of the Cauchy problem for the 
DfNLSE are due to Its et al. [13,14]. 
The notation used throughout this letter is now summarized: 
(1) for a scalar to and a 2 x 2 matrix T, toad(aa)T := toaaTto-aa; 
(2) for l~<p<c¢ and :P~ some (point) set, 
{ (io )"' P ~)~ .-- L:Mu(C ) (7) ~) := f :  --* M2(C); II/(.)lt~:~,(c>(v, ) . -  I f ( z ) l  p Idz l  il 
(3) 
and, for p = c~, 
Z:M~(C ) (Z)~):= {g: Z)~-* M2(C); IIg(')llc~,(cflv~):= ,.<,,j<.2max ~ev'sup Ig,j(z)l < ~) ,  
where, for a matrix jl~j(.), i , j  • {1,2}, IA(')I denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, IA(')I := 
2 
(~i, j=l ~4ij(.)~4ij(.)) 1/2, with (-~ denoting complex conjugation of (.); 
Sc(D) := C°°(D)n  {h: D ~ C; IIh(')llk,l := sup~eR Ixk( d )lh(x)[ < ooV (k,l) • Z~>o x
Z>.0}, for D an unbounded omain of R. 
where 
(0 o) V(x,t;() = --2i(X(())2a3 + 2X(() fi \ 0xfi uf i --  1 a3, 
o ), with tr(L/(x, t; ()) = tr(V(x, t; ()) = 0, is that u satisfies ~(() := (1/2)(¢ + 1/(), and a3 = (~ -1
the DfNLSE. 
The ISM analysis for equation (1) is based on the direct scattering problem for the self-adjoint 
Dirae operator (cf., equation (2)) O ~ := i~30x - (__o0 iuo(z) -diag((1/2)(¢ + 1/()), where iUo(Z) 
u(z,0) := Uo(Z) satisfies Uo(Z) =x-~±oo exp(i(1 ~: 1)0/2)(1 + o(1)), with 0 • [0,2r), Uo(X) • 
C~(R), and uo(x) - exp(i(1 ~: 1)0/2) • Sc(R). In this letter, only the continuous pectrum 
(solitonless ector) of 0 9, denoted by c~ := spec(O v) (card(trc) = c¢), is studied. In this case, 
a~ = {¢; ~(¢) = 0} (oriented from -o¢ to +~) ,  and 
where 
i ; : ln (1  -[r(#)l  2) d# 
o = - i 2-; • [0, 2~), (3) 
and r(() := b(~)/a(¢) (~(() = 0) is the reflection coefficient of the direct scattering prob- 
lem for O z~ satisfying the conditions tated in Lemma 1, (ii) (see below). The t-dependence 
is reintroduced according to a((,t) = a(() and r((,t) = r(~)exp(4ik(¢)A(()t), where k(() := 
(1/2)(¢ - 1/~) [5,6]. Via the ISM analysis of system (2) and a dependent variable transformation 
• (x, t; () -* rn(x, t; (), one derives the following (normalized at c¢) RHP for the M2(C)-valued 
function re(x, t; ~). 
a( ( )=e i°/2exp - ~ ( ; - -~  ~ri ' ¢~C+, 
As the following proposition shows, the DfNLSE is the zero-curvature condition for the M2(C)- 
valued function g2(x, t; (). 
PROPOSITION 1. (See [5,6].) The necessary and sufficient condition for the compatibility of the 
following system of linear PDEs (Lax-pair), for arbitrary ( E C, 
Oxq~(x,t;¢) = l~(x,t;()q~(x,t;Q, Ot~(x,t;¢) = V(x,t;Qq~(x,t;Q, (2) 
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LEMMA 1. (See [15].) Let u(x, t) be the solution of the Cauchy problem for the DfNLSE with 
initial data u(x,O) := Uo(Z) =z--,+oo Uo(+Oo)(1 + o(1)), where Uo(4-oo) := exp(i(1 :F 1)0/2), 
0 - /+~( ln (1  # 2 d-a [0, 27r), C°°(R), and C = - )1 2 ,  c c - sc( t) Then  
rn(x, t; ¢): C \ a~ --* M2(C) solves the following RHP: 
(i) re(x, t; () is piecewise holomorphic V(  E C \ ac; 
(ii) me (x, t; ~) := lime10 re(x, t; ~ 4- ie) satisfy the following jump condition, 
m+(x,t;() = m_(x,t ; ( )6(x,t ; ( ) ,  ~ e N, 
where G(x,t;() := e-ik(¢)(x+2A(()t)ad(az)(1-r(()r(() -1((~-) ), and r((), the reflection coef- r(¢) 
flcient associated with the direct scattering problem for 0 v, satisfies r(() =<-*o 0(~), 
r(<) :(...,oo O(<--l), r (1 / ( )=- r ( ( ) ,  and r(<) e Sc(R)n{h(z); IIh(.)llc~(~):=supz~ ~ [h(z)l 
< 1}; 
(iii) det(m(x, t; () )1(=+1 = O; 
(iv) re(x, t; ¢) e-K0 (1/()a2 + O(1), where a2 = (~ o )' 
10 (v) as ¢ --* co, ( E C \ a¢, re(x, t; () = I + 0((-1),  where I = (o 1 ); 
(vi) re(x, t; ~) = aim(z, t; ~)a! and re(z, t; 1/() = (re(x, t; ()a2, where al = ( 0 1 10 ). 
Defining 
u(x,t) := i lim ( ( (m(x,t ; ( ) - I ) )12,  (4) 
(---,oo 
¢~C\a~ 
f :  ( lu (Gt )12-1)d~:=- i  lim (((m(x,t ;() - I ) )11, (5) 
¢ec\a~ 
u(x,t) solves the Cauchy problem for the DINLSE, and Vt 6 R, u(x,t) - u(+oe, t) E $c(R). 
The solution of the RHP for m(x, t; (): C \ ac ~ M2(C) formulated in Lemma 1 is given by the 
following ordered factorization: 
m (x, t; () : (I + Ao(x, t)(-1) rn c (x, t; (),  (6) 
where Ao(x, t) (E GL(2, C)) is obtained from the determining relation Ao(X, t)mC(x, t; O) = ~r2, 
det(I + Ao(x,t)<-l)[¢=+l = O, a lAo(x,t)a l  : Ao(x, t), with finite, order 2, matrix involutive 
structure, 
( All(x't)ei(k+l/2)~r V/1 4- (Alol(x,t))2e -i~(x't) ) 
Ao(X,t) , kEZ ,  
\ ~/1 + (Al l (x,t))2e iO(x't) Alol(x,t)e-i(k+l/2)~ 
where 11 A o (x, t): R x R --* R and 0(x, t): R x R ~ R \ {0}, and m~(x, t; ~): C \ a~ ~ SL(2, C) solves 
the following (normalized at oc) RHP: 
(1) me(x, t; ~) is piecewise holomorphic V~ 6 C \ ac; 
(2) mC+(x, t; () = mC_(z, t; ()G(x, t; (), ~ E R, where G(z,t; ¢) is defined in Lemma 1, (ii); 
(3) rnC(x,t;()= (-~oo I+O(~-1);  and 
¢eC\ac 
(4) mC(x, t; ~) satisfies the symmetry reduction mC(x, t; () = crlmc(x, t; ~) c h and the condition 
(m~(x,t;O)a2)  = I. 
The M2 (C)-valued function I + Ao(x, t ) ( -1  which is analytic in a punctured neighborhood ofthe 
origin, plays a role (somewhat) analogous to the matrix-valued function E(z) in [16]. 
The solution framework for RttPs of the type stated above for mC(x, t; () is the Beals-Coifman 
(BC) construction [17], a succinct synopsis of which follows (explicit x, t dependencies are tem- 
porarily suppressed). Let F~, as a closed set, be the union of finitely many oriented simple 
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piecewise-smooth arcs. Denote the set of all self-intersections of r ~ by r~ (with card(F ~) < oo). 
Set F~ := F ~ \F~. The BC formulation for the solution of a matrix RHP on an oriented contour ~ 
consists of finding an M2(C)-valued function X(A) such that: 
(1) X(A) is piecewise holomorphic VA E C \ F~; 
(2) X+(A) = X_(A)v(A), A E F~, for some "jump" matrix v(),): F ~ - ,  GL(2,C); and 
(3) uniformly as A --~ oo, A ~ C \ F~, X(A) = I + O(A-~). 
Let v(A) := (I - w_(A))-~(I + w+(A)), A E F~, be a factorization for v(A), where w+(A) are 
some upper/lower or lower/upper triangular nilpotent matrices with degree of nilpotency 2, and 
p 00 we(A) E Npe{2,oo}L:M~(C)(Fl) 1 (if FI is unbounded, one requires that we(A) =A-.co (00))' 
Define w(A) := w+(A) + w_(A), and introduce the Cauchy operators on £:~(c)(FI), 
f y(z) dz 
(C+f) (A):= lim ] 
m 
2~ri' 
A E:k side of F ~ 
where A' ~ A, A' E + side of F~, denotes the nontangential limits from the +-sides of F ~ at 
A E r u. Introduce the BC operator on £22(c)(.), C~f := C+(fw_) + C_(fw+). Reintroducing 
x, t dependencies, specializing the BC formulation to the solution of the RHP for me(x, t; ~), and 
defining G(x, t; ¢) := (I - wg__(x, t; ~))-i(I + wg+(x, t; ~)), ~ E ae, the integral representation for 
me(x, t; () is given by the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. (See [17].) Let 
#g(x, t; ¢) = m+C (x,t; ¢) (I + wg+ (x,t; ¢)) -1 = m e_ (x,t;¢) (I - wg_(x,t;¢)) -1 . 
H #g(x,t;()  E I + L:22(c)(a~ ) := {I + h; h E L:~42(c)(~c)} solves the linear singular integral 
equation 
(1 - cw~) (~(=,  t; ¢) - 1) = c~I  = c+ (~_ (=, t; ¢)) + c_  (~+(=, t; ¢)), ¢ e ~e, 
where 1 is the identity operator on I + £~2(c) (he), then the solution of the RHP for me(x, t; ~) is 
• f~ #g(x,t ;z)wg(x, t ;z)  dz 
me(=,t; ¢ ) I+  ~--~ 2~i' 
c 
CeC\~, 
where #g(z ,  t; ~) :=  ((1 -- Cw¢ ) - l I ) (x ,  t; ~), and wG(x, t; ( )  :=  ~/6{=t=} Wgl( x, t; ~). 
Several key solvability/existence results for operators of the type (1 - C,) -1 (in L2-Sobolev 
spaces) for RHPs related to integrable NLEEs can be found in the works of Zhou [18-21]. From 
Lemma 2, the ordered factorization of equation (6), and equation (4), one shows that 
f~ dz 
u(x,t) = i(Ao(x,t))12 + (/~g(x,t;Z))nr(5)exp(--2itSU(z)) ~-~, 
c 
e~(¢) := ~ ¢ -  =o+¢+ , Zo:= T 
(7) 
= u~, t  2 (with an analogous expression for f+co(] ( )1 - 1)d~), where (*)ij, i , j  E {1,2}, denotes the 
(i j)-element of *. A priori, no explicit information regarding the resolvent kernel, #g(x, t; ~), is 
available: the remedy to this is achieved via the application of the Deift-Zhou (DZ) nonlinear 
steepest-descent procedure [22]. The DZ procedure begins by examining {z; O¢Ou(~)l¢=z = 0}, 
lll~(')ll%~jL~2<e>(.) := Epej tlY(')lIL~2<c)(.), for J some index set with card(if) < oo. 
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namely, the saddle/stationary phase point(s) of the phase function, 0u((). The following cases 
evince themselves: 
(i) t ~ =kco and z --* Too such that zo < -2 ,  0¢0~(() = ( -3 ( (  _ (1)(( - (z)(( - (3)(( - ~4), 
where 4 {(i}i=l are given in Theorem 1, equations (15) and (16) of [15]; 
(ii) t ~ =t=co and x ~ 4-oo such that zo > 2, 0¢0~(() = ( -3 ( (  _ R1)(( - 1~2)(( - 1~3)(( - i~4), 
where 4 {i~i}~= 1 are given in Theorem 1, equation (23) of [15]; 
(iii) t ~ ~co and x ~ ~=co (respectively, x ~ 4-oo) such that zo 6 ( -2,  0) (respectively, zo Ei 
(0,2)), 0¢0u(() = ( -3 ( (  _ (~)(( _ ([)((  _ (3~)(( _ (3~), where (~, i E {1,3}, are given in 
Theorem 1 (see below),equations (13) and (14); 
(iv) t --* 4-oo and x --* q:co (respectively, x --* 4-oo) such that Zo --~ O- (respectively, Zo -* 0 +), 
Gq(Ou(() = ( -3 ( (  _ eiTr/4)(( _ e - iT r /4 ) ( (  _ e37ri /4)((  _ e -3r i /4 ) ;  
(v) t --* ±co and x --* q:co such that Zo = -2,  (9¢0~(() = ( -3 ( (  _ 1)2(( _ e2r i /3 ) ( (  _ e -21r i /3 ) ;  
and 
(vi) t --* :]:co and x --~ ±co such that Zo = 2, cO¢0u(() = ( -3 ( (  + 1)2(( _ ei,/3)(( _ e-i , /3). 
Cases (i) and (ii) correspond to oscillatory asymptotics [15], Cases (iii) and (iv) give rise to 
exponentially decaying asymptotics, and Cases (v) and (vi) give rise to asymptotics which are 
related to those of the transcendent of the Painlev6 II equation (PII) [23-26]. In this letter, the 
results for Case (iii) are presented (see Theorem 1). 
Hereafter, and without loss of generality, the case t --* +co and x --* - co  such that Zo := 
x/ t  E ( -2 ,  0) is discussed (the three remaining cases are analogous). Note: the "symbol" _c(~), 
appearing in the various error estimates, is to be understood in the sense that, if * <> 0, then 
_c(.) E £~(~+) ,  where ~+ := (0, 2) and ~_  := ( -2,  0). One proves, with the help of the second 
resolvent identity, that, uniformly for ( E ac, as t --* +co and x ~ -co  such that Zo E ( -2,0) ,  
#~(x, t; () := ((1 - C~) - l I ) ( z ,  t; () = I + ((1 - C~v) - lC~I ) (x ,  t; () has the following estimate 
(cf., Lemma 2): 
#g(x , t ; ( )= I+O\  ~ ) ,  (8) 
where a (> 0) and/~ (> 0) are defined in Theorem 1, equations (20) and (21). The implementation 
of the DZ procedure, complemented by the estimate of equation (8), the asymptotic solution of 
the system of linear singular integral equations of Lemma 2 (see the proof of Lemma 4.1 in [27]), 
and the determining relation Ao(x, t)m~(x, t; O) = (re, leads to the following results. 
LEMMA 3. Let ¢ be an arbitrarily fixed, sufficiently small positive real number, and, for A E ~ :=: 
II ~1 ~ "^ {(1,Q,(3,(311}, where (~ = e '~-, n E {1,3}, are defined in Theorem 1, equations (13) and (14), 
set U(A;e) := {z; [z - A[ < ~}. Then, for r(e i¢~) = eir/2[r(ei~)], r(e -i~a) = e- i~/21r(e-~)l ,  
0 < r(ei¢3)r(e -i~3) < 1, and ( E C \ lJ>,~5 U(A;~), as t --* +co and x --~ -co  such that 
Zo := x/ t  E (--2,0), me(() := mC(x,t; () has the following asymptotics: 
.. _(2aot+sin(~l)[o - ln(1-{~(~,,I ~) d%~)e_i(~51+foo¢ (t,. . . .  ¢l)mgl-I~(u)l z) 
W't~2 (¢) = -- ~ 2 (bo~:) 1/2 (¢ - e -i~31 ) 
.. -(25ot-sin(~o3)f°~ In( 1- I~('~)1:~ ) . . . .  ] ( (~'- ~°a ~a) In./1- *"(~')~2) (~,_~o, ~a)~+,in; 3 d% e- ) 
( _~(Zo) + v (¢-~:~_~,) + - -  
2(1- - r (e i~Z)r (e - i~3) ' )  (bot) 1/2 
(¢=-N~) - - -F ]  ' 
(~ -- ei~ba ) 
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m~i(¢) = _6(¢) [r(e i~I) le k (, .... ~i>~+.,.~i c--oo.~i)'+.,-~, ~)  
2 (boo I/n (¢ - ei¢,) 
_ (2~0$_sin(~3) ~0 In(l--[r(,)12 ~ dw_~ ) ei ( _ ~ 3 .{. f_o oo ( t~ .... ,3) ln~1- It(,), 2 ) 
+ o (¢-e'~,) + (¢-e- 'o,))  ---E-) ' 
WheFe 
6(¢) :=exp (f;oo ln(1- lr(/~)lu) d#) 
i ; -~  ~ ' 1 1 
~o := ~ (Zo - ~1) (4 - a~) 1/~ (> 0), ao := -~ (~o - ~2) (4 - ~)1 /~ (> 0), 
1 i 1/2 bo := ~ (zo ~ + 32) ~/~ (4 - a~)l/2 C> 0), l'o := ~ (z~ + 32) 1/2 (4 - a~) (> 0), 
al,  a2, Or, and 13 axe defined in Theorem 1, equations (15), (20), and (21), 3M + E R>o (and 
bounded) such that supcec\u~e, vCX;e ) 1(¢ - (¢~)I)-11 ~< M+,  n E {1,3}, l E {+1}, m*(¢) = 
.,mo (~ i ,  and (mo(0).2) ~ = I. 
PROPOSITION 2. As t ---* +oo and x --* -c~ such that zo := x/t E (-2, 0), 
ei~r/2e-(5+t+c'+)'l+ ( 1 (4-a12~ ) 
(Ao(X,t))ll = ~ cosh 5_t + 5_ + ~ In ~ 4_  a~]  - ln2_  
+ok ~7 )' 
(Ao(x,*))12 = exp --i + 1 + O 
oo v ~ \ ~- ))' 
(Ao(x,t))2i=exp i + 1+O 
e- '~/2e-Ca+'+~+) : : l+  ( 1 (4 -a~ ) 
(Ao(x,t))22 = ~ cosh 5_t + ~_ + ~ In ~,4_ a~) - In2_ 
+ o (c_(zo)e-4°~*'~ -~ ), 
where a~, a~, ~±, ~±, b, "~±, a, and ~ are defined in Theorem I, equations (15)-(21). 
From Lemma 3, Proposition 2, equations (4) and (5), the trace ident!ty [~5] f_+~(lu(~, t)l 2 - 
= - [ (#)[)2~, and an analogous analysis for the three remaining cases, one 
arrives at the following theorem. 
THEOREM i. For r(~) ~ ~c(R) f3 {h(z); Hh(.)[]£~(R) := supz~R ]h(z)] < I}, and having an 
analytic continuation to C \ R, let re(x, t; ~) be the solution of the Riemann-Hilbert problem 
formulated in Lemma 1. Let u(x, t), the solution of the Cauchy problem for the D/NLSE with 
finite density initial data u(x,O) := Uo(X) ==-.±oo Uo(+Oo)(1 +o(1)), where 
( ) ; °° In (1 - Ir(~)12) d~ Uo(+Oo):=exp i(lq=l)8 0~8=-  
2 ' co # 2*r < 2~r, 
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uo(x) e C~(R) ,  and uo(x) - uo(+o~) e So(R), be defined by equation (4), and f+~(lu(~,t)l e - 
1) d~ be defined by equation (5). Then: 
(i) for r(e i~') = ei~/2]r(ei¢')], r(e -i~3) = e-i=/2[r(e-i~)l,  and 0 < r(ei~3)r(e -i~3) < 1, where 
@n, n ~ {1,3}, are given in equations (13) and (14), as t ---* +oc and z -~ -oc such that 
Zo := z / t  e (-2, o), 
=(~, t) 
i i n f4 - a2"~ e-(i12}(~'- ~S)e-(a+ t c+)'~+ (sin (~ (~i + ~3)) sinh (5-t + 5- + ~ \ _ ] = e -i'b+O) 1 + bv~ 
1 ~4-a2~_In-I  ) ) -In-l-) +e-i~/2cos(l (~ol+~3))cosh(5-t+c-+-~ln\4_a2] 
c z e -4c't +o(-(°}- ~ \ #t )] ' 
(9~ 
O0 
x cosh (5_t  
e-(a+t+e+):]+ 
(l~(~,t)l ~ - 1) a~ = ~+(0) + ~,Z 
1 (4 -a2~ ) ~c(zo)e -4~t) 
+c-  + ~ln \4_  a2 ] - ln'3- +Ok,  "~ , 
(10) 
j /~ e-(a+ t+~+)~+ 
( lu(~,t) l  2 -  1) d,, -- -¢ - (0 )  + bvq 
( 1 [4-a2"~ ) (c_(zo)e -nat ) 
xeosh a_ t+5_+§ ln \4_ - -~22) - ln :2 -  +Ok,. -~- , 
(11) 
where 
~p+ (l):= .,[°- ~ !n (1 -_g.~lr(~)ff) d~2~, ¢-(0 := ~o/+~ln (1 -~p(~)l 2  d/~27r, 
1 ( ~ :=-~(--al+i(4--a2)'/2)----e '~', 951----arctan (4-a2)1/2i~i~ G(O,~), 
<3 ~:=~1 (-a2+i(4-a2)I/2)=ei~Z, ~3-----arctan ( (4.a22)l/2)ia-~2 ~ G(~,n 7r), 
z e {0,1}, (12) 
al < o, lall < 2, (13) 
a2 > o, la21 < 2, (14) 
1 + 32) 1/2) 1 32) 1/2) 4 , a , :=~(zo- (z~+ , a2:-- (zo+(zo ~ 
1 1 5~= := -~zo((4--a2)1/2:I=(4--a29)1/2)--~(al(4--a2)l/2Ta2(4-a2)l/2), 5+ >0, 
]] ln(,-,,(,),2) d, [o ln(,-,,(,/t2) d, 
a~ := ~in (~)  o~ (t' -:" ~- -0~)  ----~ + sin - - - - -2  ~ 2~ ~: sin (~3) ,  _ o~ (~ - ~o~ ~3) -~ + si------~ 2 ~3 2~'  
~, := 2-~/2 (~ + 32) v4 (4 - a~)'/~ (4 - a~) ~/~ , 
[ ]r (ei~')] ~r ~ ~1/2 -1_ ('r(eiO')]('-~-r~!r(e-iO3)')~ 1/2 






, '  } a := min (zo-al)(4-a2) 1/2 -~(zo-a2)(4-a~) 1/2 (>0), 
t3:=min{~l(z 2+32)1/2(4_a2) 1/2, 21(z 2+32)1/2(4_a2) 1/2} (>0); 
(20) 
(21) 
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(ii) for r(e -ie') = ei=/21r(e-i¢')l , r(e i¢3) = e-i~/2lr(ei¢3)h and 0 < r(ei@')r(e -ie,) 
t --* -co and x --* +co such that zo E (-2, 0), 
e(i/2)(@l _@a)e_ (a+ itl_e+).[+ 
u(x,t) = e - i¢-(') 1 + ~,v/i7 ] 
(4-4] "1_) x (sin ( l (i~, + ¢z)) sinh (-a- lt l  + a- - 81n \ 4 _ a~j - ln 
1 f4 - a12'~ _ In -L )  ) + e-':/2 cos (½ (@1 + @3)) cosh (-a- it l  + e- - ~ in t,4 _ a] ) 
+(9(  c(z°)e-4c~ltl 
\ ~t  . ' 
< 1, as 
(22) 
(lu(,,,t)l 2 - 1) d~ = ¢-(0) 
oo  
e-(a+ltl-e+>'l+ ( l (4-ai '~ ) (c_.(zo)e -4all' ) 
4 ~ cosh a_ltl-5_+§lnk4_a~]+ln'L +0\ -~ , 
(23) 
I_" (lu(¢,t)l 2 - 1) d~ = -¢+(0) 
oo  
e-(a+ltl-'+"l+ ( 1 (4 - a12"~ ) (_C(Zo)e -4al'l ) 
4 -~ cosh a_lt l-5_+gln\4_a]j+ln' l_ +Ok ~-~ , 
where 
(24) 
L +o~ In (1 -I~(~)1 ~) di~ L +°° In (1 -I~(~)12) d# (25) 5+ :=sin(~bl) (#-cos~bl)2+sin2~l 21r~sin(~b3) (/z-cos~3)2+sin2~a 2-¥' 
f I~ (e-'i'<)l i~ (ei:ql 
~+ :: I~ (, - r (e'+,), (o-'+,))) ' ~ - := ] ;{e -~ ; (28) 
(iii) for r(e i@') = e-i'V2lr(ei¢')h r(e -ies) = ei~12lr(e-i¢3)l , and 0 < r(ei@')r(e-i@,) < 1, as 
t --+ +co and x --+ +co such that zo E (0, 2), 
e_(i/2)(~l_~a)e_ (~+t+~+)~+ U(X,t) = --e -i¢+(1) 1 + ~v/. ~
~'4 - a~h + In]_) x (s in ( l  (~' +~3))s inh(~z-t  +5-  + ~lnk" 4 -a~]  (27) 
1 f4-a~'~ +In_%) ) +e-i'q2 eos ( l  (q~, + q~a)) cosh (a_t + 5_ + § ln l~,4_ a~) 
(_< :o )e-~:< ~) 
+ok ~ ) , 
i ;  (lu(~,t)l 2 - l) d~ = ¢-(0) 
j ,  
cosh l ln  f4 -a~ ¢c_(zo)e_4Cl,, ~ (28) 
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wh ere 
/_~ ( lu(Ct) l  2 - 1) d~ = -¢+(0)  
O0 ( 1 ) 
e-(a+t+a+)]+ cosh a_t + if_ + g ]:n ~,4---~22 ] + In]_ + 0 \ -~- / 
(29) 
. . . . . .  ,/2 ( ir(e_i~3)l( 1 -- r(ei~l)r(e_i~,)) ) 1/2 
:= , 2- := ' (3o)  
and 
(iv) /or r (e -~¢')  -- e - i~/21r (e - i¢ ' ) l  , r (e ~¢3) -- ei~/21r(ei¢~)l , a~d 0 < r (e i~a)r (e- i¢~)  < 1, as 
t ~ -oo  and  x --* -oo  such that  Zo E (0, 2), 
( e(i/2)(~bl -~a)e- (a+ Itl- c+)~ ( (1  ) 
u(x , t )=-e  - i¢-0) 1+ ~V/~ + sin (~z+~3) 
( 1 { '4 -  a2"~ ) 
xsinh -a- I t]  +a_ - ~ln \4 -~22)  +ln~_ 
- l l n  f4 -a~ lug_ ) )  
(C(Zo)e-4alt]~ ) 
+o k, -Zt } ' 
(31) 
z e_(a+ltl_e+)~ + 
(lu(5,t)l 2 - 1) d~ = ¢+(0) bv~ 
( (4 -a~'~ ) (c(zo)e -4aIr' ) 
xcosh a_ l t l -~_+81.~,4_a22] - ln3_  +Ok,  ~-~ . 
(32) 
where 
/ff (lu(~,t)l 2 - I) d~ = -¢-(0) - e-(a+Itl-a+)~+ 
xcosh a_ l t l -e_+ ~ n\4_a~) \ Zt ]' 
(33) 
\ (1 _ r (e.~3) r (e_i~3))) ' 
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